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Dollar At Highest Level Since Pandemic   

The dollar stood at its highest level since the early days of the pandemic on Wednesday 

and was heading for its best month since 2015, supported by the prospect of U.S. rate 

hikes and on safe-haven flows fanned by slowing growth in China and Europe. 

Fears for Europe's energy security pushed the euro to a five-year low of $1.0635 after 

Russia's Gazprom said it would cut gas supply to Poland and Bulgaria. 

The U.S. dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of six major 

currencies, edged up to 102.39 in the Asia session, the strongest it has been since March 

2020. 

"The dollar is the hedge in markets presently, while commodities including gold are no 

longer working as effectively," said analysts at Citi. 

"The dollar is 'quality carry,'" they added. "The dollar also offers more yield than any of 

the other safe haven FX alternatives." 

The dollar index is up 4% this month and the euro, yuan and yen have slid as traders 

wager that rates are going up faster in the United States than any other major economy. 

"Even if the Fed stops tightening in June 2022, the U.S. is expected to have higher rates 

than (Europe) through the whole of 2023," said Deutsche Bank strategist Alan Ruskin. 

The heft of that as a driver of currency movements has only increased as uncertainty 

swirls around the war in Ukraine - now in its third month - as well as the global 

consequences of China's persistence with disruptive COVID-zero policies. 

The Chinese yuan took a breather following a steep decline that appears to have had the 

blessing of authorities, steadying at 6.5575 per dollar. [CNY/] 

Data also showed Chinese industrial profit growth quickened in March. 

Elsewhere the stronger dollar dented an attempted bounce for the yen, which had seen 

some support from safety flows and positioning for the risk of a policy shift. The yen last 

traded about 0.3% lower at 127.60 per dollar. 

The Bank of Japan meets on Wednesday and Thursday and markets see some risk of 

adjustment to forecasts or even policy changes to try and arrest the currency's recent 

weakness. 

The South Korean won was slammed to a two-year trough after North Korea pledged to 

boost its nuclear arsenal. 

Sterling, which has dropped more than 2% on the dollar this week as soft retail sales data 

has prompted a re-think of Britain's rates outlook, hit a fresh 21-month low of $1.2560 on 

Wednesday. 
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Bitcoin, sold on Tuesday as investors dumped risky assets, hovered near a six-week low 

at $38,430. 
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